
 
 

 

Level 2 Technical Award in Graphic Design, Exam board: NCFE 

Course/Exam overview 

Component 1, 4 x coursework based units: 

 Unit 1 - An Introduction to graphic design 

 Unit 2 - Graphic design practice 

 Unit 3 - Responding to a graphic design brief  

 Unit 4 - Graphic design portfolio.  

 A portfolio of evidence for each of the 4 units  

 50% of qualification 

Component 2: 

 Externally set task-based exam assessing all the 
knowledge and skills learnt in units 1, 2 and 3  

 10 hours 

 50% of qualification 

Guide to Externally Set Task 

 Read the whole task paper. Check what is ahead in all sections of the paper to get a good idea of how you will 
approach your tasks. 

 Get creative! This is a design task so show off your creative skills as you respond to the brief. 

 TGTMIM. To Get The Marks I Must. Circle or underline the important elements of task. Make sure you respond 
to each of these in your work. 

 Focus. Make sure your design proposals are focussed on the given brief, target audience and client values. 

 Quality of written communication. When evaluating your work try your best to write in a logical order using 
well-constructed sentences showing good use of grammar with few spelling mistakes and include subject 
specific related terminology. 

 Make your point and back it up. When referring to a design, material, technique or process always give a 
reason for why it is appropriate.  

Areas of Revision 

 Subject specific vocabulary 

 The components of Graphic Design: colour, tone, 
line, composition, typography and imagery 

 Evaluating the visual impact of Graphic Design work 

 Identifying the characteristics of influential 
designers and their work within a chosen discipline 

Create a visual mindmap using words and pictures 
exploring the topics outlined here. 

Alongside this you will need to think back and reflect on 
how you went through the designing, making analysing 
and evaluating process during your coursework units. 

Revision Tips 

 Coursework boosters. Regularly attend the after school sessions for your coursework project. 

 Practice sketching. Produce ideas for a variety of different scenarios (eg logos, packaging, etc…) 

 Recap on use of graphic software to develop ideas 

 Subject terminology. Write key terms and definitions on Flash Cards or Post It notes stuck on your bedroom 
wall. Test yourself regularly on their meanings. 

 Boost your knowledge. Use your coursework files to revisit the themes covered in class.  

 Attempt the sample questions on the exam board website and then check your answers using the published 
mark scheme. 

 Create visual mindmaps. Focus on a specific topic (eg Colour) and produce a mindmap recording words with 
visual prompts to help you recall key information.  

 WWWWWH. Who, What, Where, When, Why and How. Source and analyse examples of influential Graphic 
Design work. 

Useful websites 
www.studentartguide.com 
bbc.co.uk/education/subjects  
https://ncfe.org.uk/schools/subject-areas 

http://www.studentartguide.com/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects

